Development of immunohistochemistry assays to assess GALNT14 and FUT3/6 in clinical trials of dulanermin and drozitumab.
In vitro sensitivity to the proapoptotic receptor agonists dulanermin (rhApo2L/TRAIL) and drozitumab (DR5-agonist antibody) is strongly predicted by the expression of the O-glycosylation enzymes GALNT14 in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines (among others) and of FUT3/6 in colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines. We developed immunohistochemistry (IHC) assays that measure GALNT14 and FUT3/6 levels in archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded human tumor tissue to determine marker prevalence in NSCLC and CRC tissue and to enable the future examination of these markers in clinical trials. GALNT14 or FUT3/6 ELISA-positive hybridoma clones were screened through IHC on cell pellets with known mRNA levels. The specificity of staining was examined in cell lines, normal tissue, and tumor tissue. GALNT14 and FUT3/6 IHC exhibited a golgi staining pattern and correlated with GALNT14 and FUT3/6 (but not GALNT2 and FUT4) mRNA expression levels in cell lines and normal tissues, suggesting specificity. GALNT14 and FUT3/6 H-scores were significantly higher in cell lines sensitive to dulanermin (P = 0.01 and P = 0.0004, respectively) and drozitumab (P = 0.03 and P < 0.0001, respectively) versus resistant cell lines. GALNT14 and FUT3/6 H-scores varied widely, with approximately 45% of NSCLC samples exhibiting weak to moderate GALNT14 staining (H-score of at least 25) and 70% of CRC samples exhibiting moderate to strong FUT3/6 staining (H-score of at least 125). GALNT14 and FUT3/6 expression can be assessed in human tumors using sensitive and specific IHC assays. Both assays are being deployed in ongoing clinical trials of dulanermin and drozitumab to assess potential utility for patient selection.